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The present times is the ages with rapid scientific and technological development, 
and in such a background, each country of the whole world is initiatively and actively 
participating in international scientific and technological cooperation, and the depth 
and breadth of international cooperation in science and technology are keeping on 
increasing. In the process of international science and technology cooperation, 
because the major achievement of cooperation usually appears in the form of invisible 
intellectual property rights, the protection of intellectual property rights becomes very 
sensitive and the focus of argument and concerned by  all the partners of the 
cooperation. In order to keep competitive in contest, Fujian province actively 
participates in international scientific and technological cooperation. But during 
cooperation, the issues related with intellectual property still appears clear, which is 
not in favor of maintaining the Fujian party’s economic interest maximumly by using 
intellectual property system. In order to better facilitate Fujian province international 
scientific and technological cooperation as well as protection of achievement of 
cooperation,  at first, penman earnestly  investigates the status quo of Fujian 
province international scientific and technological cooperation, collects and tidies up 
relative items, from which discovers the existing issues related with intellectual 
property, and on the basis of which brings up the practical and feasible solutions and 
countermeasures to the issues. The thesis mainly consists of five parts. First, penetrate 
the issues and strategy related with intellectual property in international science and 
technology cooperation, which part analyzes international science and technology 
cooperation 、 intellectual property in international science and technology 
cooperation、methods to study the issues related with intellectual property in 
international science and technology cooperation、questionnaire design and sample 
selecting etc. Second, discusses and analyzes the issues such as consciousness 
connected with intellectual property in international science and technology 
cooperation、ownership and sharing of the achievement of cooperation、protecting of  
technical secret and intellectual property infringement and relief in cooperation, and 














The innovation of this thesis is a breakthrough of the predecessor’s research which is 
focused on the pure theory about the protection of intellectual property rights in the 
international science and technology cooperation while the questions which existed in 
the practice are neglected. The thesis fills up the domestic research gap, is more 
pertinent and persuasive, and has theory and practice significances in the research on 
the issues of intellectual property rights in next Fujian province international science 
and technology cooperation.  
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